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Abstract
The Internet usage among postgraduate students is different in many ways that finally contributes to the overall performances. The objective of this study meant to explore which intends to point out whether there is any difference between the usage of Internet among Arab and Non-Arab students. Moreover, this study intends to investigate the possible similarities of internet usage’s purpose, as well as it aims to find out whether there is any possible way for Universiti Utara Malaysia to improve the ability of Internet usage of postgraduate students of UUM. The study is conducted among 50 postgraduate students of Universiti Utara Malaysia. The study indicated that there are differences in terms of Internet usage among Arab and Non-Arab students. For that cultural background of the students are identified as plays important role in the shown attitude towards Internet. Also, the study has found that the popularity of internet as major source of information is adequately higher than its written counterpart. The Internet as research tool can be competitor of printed academic sources, which indicates that the written academic sources need promotion and protection from universities. Then, suggestions are made to advice on how to utilize Internet as a major platform for higher education learning, as well as important to others postgraduate in others universities in Malaysia.
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Introduction
In the past 20 years the importance of technological support of learning environment has become the major issue of improving facilities and education related services at the top level, in every competitive economies. There are social and economical needs for high skilled graduates. In this manner, the higher learning institutions have to observe their way of teaching, and the effectiveness of their system. In this case, internet has been considered as major information resource in the 21st century. Since internet seems to be more effective information resource than anything before, moreover it results that new behaviors are emerging on the side of internet
usage. This study is meant to be an inner introduction to the experimental discovery of human behavior towards internet usage. This study aims to point out the possible differences among different people, by creating categories through which these possible differences and similarities can be exemplified. Since University Utara Malaysia has many postgraduate students, and the majority of postgraduate students are coming from Arabian countries, we have to measure and conduct a study, on how these students use the internet within the campus, moreover it has to be explored, whether there is any significant difference in the usage of internet between Arab and Non-Arab students. Internet has given so many opportunities to students as well as to lecturers to enlarge the students’ capabilities moreover to build a secondary learning environment by which the taught knowledge can be exploited more widely. At the very moment, when we talk about the internet and its usage among students at University Utara Malaysia, we can differentiate some habit in the usage of internet. Internet has the ability for international students to keep in touch with their loved one, it has the ability, to provide an invisible hand while the lecturers are away, and it has the possibility to open up new possibilities day by day for learners, teachers and learning institutions.

Due to globalization, there is tremendous information flow from one point of the earth to another. There is rapidly increasing number internet users year by year. Higher leaning institutions have to join into this information flow, to be competitive on local as well as international level. The background of the problem, why this study is conducted is that there is a need for higher learning institutions to upgrade their facilities from time to time, since the education is considered as very lucrative industry, in which competition exist among higher learning institutions. Since there is competition, there is demand from each side of the balance. There is need from students to have good facilities, while there is need from universities to get good number of students, who possess competitive knowledge, therefore both side can fulfill its requirements. Since the university would like to improve its facilities, but before it begins its further development, they need to investigate the scale of the development, which derives from the usage of internet of university students. University Utara Malaysia has high number of Arab students; therefore they can represent one group of the research, while their quality and quantity of usage can be compared to Non-Arab students. The usage of internet among Arab and Non-Arab students can be different due to cultural differences, or differences in ethnical and social level which derives from the different educational and social background. Therefore this study has to be conducted, in order to come out with an adequate answer whether there is any difference in term of internet usage among Arab and Non-Arab student or not. This difference can enhance the scale of development, and the quality of facility development on the university which enables all higher learning institutions which are having students from different nations to conduct their development according to the findings of this research.

Problem Statement
The main problem of this study is the possible differences which are coming from the diversity of nations that represents different cultural values, way of interpretation and scale of usage of learning tools. In this stage of the study, we can point out several problems. For instance, the number of international students is creating a new point of view in education industry; moreover
it requests new approaches in order to be able to deliver the necessary knowledge. The following examples will give an introductory part of the problems which are basically surrounding the main topic of this discussion. For example, the students are not used to with the usage of internet; therefore they don’t have expertise how to use it properly. It can derive from the lack of infrastructural development, which surrounds the student in their place of origin. Another example, whereby the country of their origin has no internet facility at all, in this case the students most likely does not know how to use internet facilities efficiently. The second is the non academic purpose usage which means they are using the internet but not in the manner, which is expected from a graduate student. It is the misusage of internet, when they download games, software. This is a non-academic purpose. Moreover there is demand for higher speed and reliable internet service, when it comes to IT field. Some of the IT experts who pursue their studies at Universiti Utara Malaysia require high speed internet connection, in order to be able to test their projects, and do their research which requires strong technological background.

**Objective of Research**

The objectives of the study are:

(a) To exemplify the differences, if there is any, in the usage of internet among Arab and Non-Arab students.
(b) To explore the quality of usage of internet for them especially for academic purposes.
(c) To exemplify whether there is any role of the university to educate the students for the proper usage of internet technology.

**Methodology of Research**

This research is based on theoretical studies, as well as based on empirical study, which enables to use questionnaire and collect adequate data from potential users of internet. It is very important to apply both studies, because the two types of studies will form one collective platform to exemplify and reflect the outcome of the research to the research questions. The two types of studies enable to combine real mass data with theoretical support in order to come out with adequate answer for the research questions. In this study different type of data were being used to create analytically suitable database from mass data into statistical data.

Unfortunately, there was no significant study conducted in this field, but many empirical and statistical studies were conducted on the field of internet usage and computer usage, therefore these studies will be reflected as references in this study. There are quite similar studies regarding internet usage among different nations, but particularly differences between races are very limited. In this research demographical data is used to screen and exemplify the profile of the respondents, and statistical data were gathered in order to exemplify behavioral differences in the usage of internet among Arab and Non-Arab postgraduate students at University Utara Malaysia.

In this research there is one group of people will be interviewed, which is postgraduate students at UUM, with one restriction, which is that there must be Arab and Non-Arab students among the interviewee, adequately on same number in terms of population. The number of
postgraduate students is 50. Among these 50 respondents 25 is Arab and 25 is classified as Non-Arab postgraduate student. Overall, variables and item that will be used are shows in Table 1.

Table 1: Variables, Dimension, and Sources of References.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Source of References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of internet usage</td>
<td>Time scale</td>
<td>Simon Mercado, Richard Welford &amp; Kate Prescott (2001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Findings
Profile and Basic Characteristics of Respondents
There are several characteristic which determines the quality of the respondents. First of all there were 25 Arab and 25 Non-Arab postgraduate students who have taken participation in the survey. This is important to note that the number of the Arab and Non-Arab students is the same since this survey investigates the possible differences among these two races. In order to observe the attitudes of these two groups, there must be the same number of participant from each race. Since both races have represented itself equally the study could be carried out effectively. In fact, this study has questioned fifty interviewees, but only few of them were female, the dominance of the male respondents is relatively high. The number of the male respondents was thirty-seven while the number of female respondents was thirteen. In addition, based on college, the respondent’s are attached to College Of Business (22 respondents), College of Art and Sciences (21 respondents) and College of Law, Government and International Studies (7 respondents). In term of age, most of them are 25 – 30 years (22 respondents), 20 – 25 years (10 respondents) and More than 30 years (18 respondents). Spending time on Internet is important characteristics for respondent where as indicates that most of the students are spending 21-28 hours online, while there is also tremendous number which students are always online. In the group of always online those students are classified which have spent online more than 4 hours a day. It is huge number, if we think about that 32% of the student are online almost every day for four hours, plus there is 26% of the respondents answer indicated that they are online more than four hours a day, that means there is 58% of the respondents who generally classified as addicted respondents, since the average sleeping time is 8 hours, plus 4 hours online, therefore half of their day has gone. It shows that there is quite high number of students who are unable to do other activities, such as sport, or outdoor activities due to their addiction and engagement of
internet. In addition, there are five major activities which are widely accepted as purpose of internet, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3.

### Table 2: Duration of Internet Usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 7 hours</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 – 14 hours</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 – 21 hours</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 – 28 hours</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 28 hours</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously noticeable, among non Arab-student the number of females relatively high, while among non-Arab students this number is very low. In this case we can surely say that it has cultural aspect, therefore it indicates that Arab females have lower access to internet than male Arabs, and so they have lower access to internet compare to non-Arab females. Another interesting thing can be noticed, which is that the age of the Arab participant falls into the group of 25-30 years, while in non-Arab group it falls into 20-25 years and more than 30 years group. In the following charts we will get a closer look about the real attitudes towards internet and the differences among Arab and Non-Arab students.
Secondly, the Arab students have used internet once a day, this group of respondents have represented 28% while non-Arab students have used internet once a day by 32%. There is 4% different, which is obvious different. Furthermore, Arab students have used internet few times a day by 32% which is eventually same with Non-Arab students. This can be explained in the way that these students are taking the same course, and their purpose of usage are the same. In the end there is a huge difference between Arab students who are online always, and Non-Arab students who are always online. The percentage of Arab students who are always online is 20% in contradiction with the Non-Arab student where this percentage is 32%.

The following charts will exemplify the purpose of usage according to Arab and Non-Arab students. From Table 4, there are two significant results. The first is that there are two similar attitudes towards internet usage. The first is the ignorance of playing games only. Neither Arab respondents nor Non-Arab students have shown interest playing online games. This is very interesting, and it reflects back to the maturity of the students. It exemplifies that the variables are correlated with each others, therefore the hypothesis are supported with statistical evidence. The second similar attitude is the usage for research purpose. These two factors are those which have been shared with both groups of people. The following pie chart will have another interesting finding. From Table 4, we found that chatting is not popular among student, but still it remains an adequate stake. The main difference is that Non-Arab students use the internet...
more efficiently, since they use it for more academic purpose, than Arab students. Arab student use it more widely, while Non-Arab students use more effectively, which cause that printed academic sources become inferior to internet, therefore university should enhance the use of printed sources.

Table 4: Comparison of Purposes of Internet Usage between Arab and Non-Arab Students.

Major Finding
The main factors as dependent variables are exemplified, as shows in Table 5. There are two points which we have to take a look at. First the mean is relatively low, which in this case indicates that there is some sort of difference between Arab and Non-Arab students. The standard deviation supports the findings, that Arab and non-Arab students spend different time using internet. It reflects the frequency of usage, since the duration experience big difference between Arab and Non-Arab student, just remember to the number of respondents who are always online in the group of Non-Arabs and Arab. It was very clear, that Arabs use it occasionally, while non-Arabs consider internet as part of their life. The purpose of usage experience high deviation, because Non-Arab students use internet mostly for academic purpose while Arab students use it more widely.
Table 5: Descriptive Statistics of Internet Usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration of internet usage per week</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of internet usage</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose of usage</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings of this study are exemplified on the Table 6 where the significant and value of each variable is shown.

(a) Finding 1: According to Table 6, the F significant of Race is .811. It means to imply that the race factor in this study is crucial, and very important from the point of view which states that there is difference among the two examined races. The low beta value indicates the scale of difference among the two groups. If it was higher, it would support the null hypothesis, that there is no difference among the two races, but since it is low, it shows that there are differences. Overall, the first and most important finding was that there are differences between the two groups of peoples’ attitude towards internet usage. This very important since it refutes the null hypothesis. The two groups of people have different practice of internet usage. They spend different time on the internet. The frequency of internet usage is relatively high, but the purpose of usage shows some differences. Since they have different purpose of internet usage, it indicates that they have different attitude towards internet usage. It might derive from the different cultural background, or from the different social and economical development at their place of origin. Since they spend different time online, they have different outdoor activities, since they have different spare time, even though they live in the same environment.

(b) Finding 2: The second finding was that there are similarities in the usage of internet which are commonly shared between the two groups. First of all both group has shown resistance against online games. Very small percentage plays games online, as shows on before. From these tables the difference among the races that Non-Arab student are using internet for research purpose more often than Arab students can be read, moreover it shows that the effectiveness of internet as research tool has not yet reached the possibly highest maturity level among Arab students, and it might need to be improved by students, lecturers, and higher learning institutions by educating the Arab students how to use internet as research tool effectively.

(c) Finding 3: The third finding indicates two general assumptions. The first is that cultural background has impact on the usage of internet, and it determines the attitude shown towards internet usage. The second is that internet is one of the competitors of printed academic resources, which is a warning sign for university to guide the students not to forget use printed sources as well. This finding point out one responsibility for university to be done. This general
assumption is relevant among non-Arab students whose preference is most likely narrowing towards internet as research tool, making the printed media as inferior and less effective way of doing research.

(d) Table 6: Major Findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>F Significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>.300</td>
<td>.330</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.361 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.103</td>
<td>.402</td>
<td>.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>.198</td>
<td>.796</td>
<td>.399 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.423</td>
<td>.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>.335</td>
<td>.769</td>
<td>.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>.211</td>
<td>.270</td>
<td>.910</td>
<td>.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>.127</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>.512</td>
<td>.738 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.270</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.248</td>
<td>.121(.0) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion of Findings

At this point, we are going to discuss the findings by comparing the answers with the research question. Each research question has to find its answer in order to consider this study useful. The research questions are the following.

(a) Is there any difference in the usage of internet among Arab and Non-Arab postgraduate students at UUM?

At the very moment when we address this question, in order to answer we have to refer to the first finding. That indicates that there are differences in the attitude towards internet usage among Arab and Non-Arab postgraduate students. First, the frequency of internet usage is relatively high in both examined group of people, moreover Arab students are using internet more widely, while Non-Arab students are most likely focus on academic research and uses internet as potential tools. In the end, there is difference among usage of internet among Arab and Non-Arab students.
(b) Is there any common purpose of internet usage which is relatively same between Arab and Non-Arab postgraduate students at UUM?
In this case there are two good examples what we have to mention here. First of all, both groups of people have shown resistance towards playing online games. This way of thinking is commonly shared. It can be explained that online games are addressed to certain group of people while postgraduate students are not included in the target group of these games. There is another common purpose which is the usage of internet for research purpose. This way of usage is commonly shared between the two groups of people, although, the study has found that Non-Arab students are using internet for academic purpose more effectively.

(c) Is there any way in which UUM could provide a better understanding about internet usage for postgraduate students?
There is one important role of the university in this case. The internet as the graphs, charts and statistic show, became a competitor of printed academic resources. The role of the university is that they have to help and guide the students to find the balance between the usage of internet and printed sources for academic purpose. It is very dangerous to let the students use purely the internet as tool of doing research, because the students sometimes do not have the ability to differentiate sources whether they are useful and trustful or not. Therefore the university need to work out one program by which the students can learn the effective usage of printed and internet source for academic purpose. This program can help to prevent misusage of internet, and enhance the students’ ability to learn.

Conclusion
The research has indicated that the hypotheses are correct, and it was supported by statistical and theoretical evidences. There were similarities and differences between the usage of internet and correlation between variables have been exemplified. The differences among the two groups are mainly in the purpose of internet usage, and it shows that Non-Arab students have better understanding of using internet for academic purpose, which probably comes from language differences, and the fact that they use different characters in their writing, which is not always supported by search engines. The null hypotheses were refuted and the research questions were answered by the findings. The study has found that cultural background has been playing important role in the attitude of internet usage; moreover this study has brought an inner example where the student development stays in terms of internet usage at the present time.
In sum, there a straight recommendation for researchers to carry out more studies regarding this topic, because one big barrier was faced during the data collection procedure, that there is not much information were available to build theoretical back up for this study. There is need for further investigation because the behavior of internet usage can change rapidly, since it influences human feelings therefore human being can change from time to time, therefore behavior and attitudes can change time to time. I recommend this study for those who are interested to investigate Arab and Non-Arab students’ attitude differences not only in the field of internet usage but in the field of other expertise. I recommend this study for University Utara Malaysia, to overcome problems among Arab and Non-Arab students, since it is indicated that different cultural background bring forward and develop different personality, moreover to take
a look and put into consideration of guiding students to find the balance between the usage of internet and printed sources.
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